```python
def python_calling_native()
    mymod.say('Python calling native')
    pymod.callback(python_called_from_native)

# include "stdafx.h"

def python_called_from_native():
    mymod.say('Python called from native')
    a_natobj = pymod.NatObj()
    a_natobj.frob(a_natobj)

python_calling_python()
```

```c++
#include "stdafx.h"

static PyObject* natmod_callback(PyObject* self, PyObject* volatile result = PyObject_CallObject(volatile char*)nullptr;

static PyObject* natmod_clear(PyObject* self, PyObject* result = NULL);

static PyObject* natmod_break(PyObject* self, PyObject* result = Py_Return());

static PyObject* natmod_crash(PyObject* self, PyObject* result = PyErr_NoMemory());
```
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# Airports in the United States

Let's load a list of airport data from [https://github.com](https://github.com):

```r
airports <- read.csv("airports.dat", header = FALSE) colnames(airports) <- c("ID", "name", "city", "country")
```

This data set **contains** airports from all over the world, but airports from the United States.

```r
library(dplyr)
usa_airports <- airports %>% filter(country == "United States")
```

This data set contains airports from all over the world. Let's get only the airports from the United States.

```r
library(dplyr)
usa_airports <- airports %>% filter(country == "United States")
library(OT)
```
title: "Airports in the United States"
output: html_document

Let's load a list of airport data from [https://github.com/jpatokal/openflights](https://github.com/jpatokal/openflights)

```r
event <- read.csv("airports.dat", header = FALSE)
colnames(airports) <- c("ID", "name", "city", "country", "IATA_FAA", "I...
```

This data set **contains** airports from all over the world. Let's get the airports from the United States.

```r
library(dplyr)
usa_airports <- airports %>% filter(country == "United States")
library(DT)
datatype(usa_airports, c("name", "city", "country", "IATA_FAA", "lat", "lon")
```

This data set contains airports from all over the United States.

```r
library(dplyr)
usa_airports <- airports %>% filter(country == "United States")
```

Press Ctrl+Q to show all results.